Elite Studio of Dance
PRODUCTION COMPANY / COMPETITION TEAM PERMISSION SLIP

2018/2019

Dancer’s Name

Dancer’s Signature

Parent or Guardian’s Name

Parent/Guardian Signature

Please circle the team (s) your dancer is auditioning for:
Little Elite

Minis

Petites

Juniors

Teens

Seniors

I _______________ agree to the terms and conditions of participating on Elite’s Production Company. This includes the following:
I have read the Production Company Information Sheet.
_____________Parent Initial
___________Dancer Initial
I understand the time and financial requirements associated with Elite’s Production Company and that I MUST have a credit card on file, and it will
be automatically charged without notice if I have a past due balance of my account. I also agree to pay all Competition/Convention Fees by check,
money order or cash at least 60-90 days prior to the Competition. You may or may not be invoiced this far in advance. Please check competition
websites for prices to ensure you are prepared to pay the amount due for your child.
______________ Parent Initial

______________Dancer Initial

I have read and understand the attendance policy for Elite’s Production Company. If your dancer misses a rehearsal the weekend prior to ANY
competition/ convention/performance, he/she will not be allowed to compete/perform the following weekend. There is NO EXCUSED absence for
the rehearsals the weekend prior to competition/convention. I understand it is both the parent’s and dancer’s responsibility to stay updated on Elite’s
rehearsal schedule and understand rehearsals may be on Saturday /Sunday afternoon/evenings throughout the year. I also understand if my dancer
misses a choreography date, he/she may become an alternate for that routine.

______________ Parent Initial

________________Dancer Initial

Dancer’s Statement
I ___________________ understand the importance of my behavior in representing Elite’s Production
Company. As an Elite dancer, I understand my actions, attitude, and respect for teammates, instructors
and fellow students must remain positive throughout the year. I also understand that behaving in a
negative manner could result in suspension and/ or removal from Elite’s Production Company. I agree to
attend all of my required classes and I will do my best to set a good example in each of my classes.
I understand that if my child does NOT attend their mandatory classes, he/she will be placed on “probation” and / or become and
alternate for one or all of their routines. I also understand if my dancer misses rehearsal the weekend prior to ANY competition
/performance, he/she will NOT be allowed to perform/compete the next weekend.
I _________________________ give my child permission to audition for Elite’s Production Company.

Thank You,
Allison Evans (Director) / Heather Caden (Assistant Director)

